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Resolution Information: Practitioners should no longer receive a Fatal SQL Error when 
saving future-dated rows. The auto enrollment logic was updated in OneUSG Connect 
to fix the cause of the error, as well as other job triggers that would update values 
automatically and override any manual changes made by institutions.  
 
If a new hire’s effective date is in a previous closed calendar, this will still require 
creating a maintain time reporter upon hire. In this case, when the new hire is saved a 
message will be returned indicating that the hire is effective in a previously closed 
calendar and will require the creation of the maintain time reporter data manually. 
 
 
Audience: Human Resources Practitioners 
 
Known Issue: There is a known issue with saving the Job Data pages when adding a 
future-dated row, such as adding a short work break (SWB), changing the reports to 
manager, or a pay rate change.  
 
The system does allow practitioners to insert and save the new hire row, to include the 
auto enrollment process that updates the Time Reporter pages. However, when 
practitioners try to save a future-dated row on top of the hire row, they receive a fatal 
SQL error because the auto enrollment process is failing. 
 
Functional Workaround:  Until the resolution is in place, practitioners should not enter 
future-dated rows at the same time as adding a future-dated new hire record. 
 
Practitioners should add the future-dated hire as normal and save the record. Once the 
effective date is reached and the employee becomes active, the system will allow you 
to insert and save additional changes to that employment record.  
 
More Information and Support:  Contact the USG Shared Services Center at 
sscsupport@ssc.usg.edu or 877-251-2644 (toll free).   
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